List of items not yet completed or need resolved before launch:

**Prior to launch**
- Policies - **completed BP3720**
- Student Scorecard - **will add to Footer, along with contact/help info.**
- Develop FAQs for website. - **in process**
- Review website complete areas – **last area, Athletics will be worked on all September.**
- Audience Selector Areas - **will complete this week.**
- Turn off additional features (call to action/sitewide alert) - **after testing**
- Complete Header Footer Menus - **last week of September**
- Compare AZ-index from old to new (site audit) - **1st week September**
- Make sure links to Student Email and FAQs are represented on home page
- Make sure links to Etudes & FAQs are represented on home page

Additional items form President - Review items
- Communication Plan - **Completed, need to implement**
- Faculty and Staff directory not complete. - **Changed to current directory, completed**
- Update links to new PAWS server - **Completed**
- Customize 404 page to add “where to find” information - **Completed**

**After launch**
- Some urls had to be temporarily hardcoded and will need to be updated in new website.
- Any non-relative urls in the old-website will need to be updated – (global search and replace) (done)
- Redirects – pages on new website with different urls will need redirects
- SEO – resubmit website to Google and other search engines.